Enhanced discrimination of low-frequency sounds for subjects with high-frequency dead regions.
Research using animals suggests that a lesion in the basal portion of the cochlea, causing a high-frequency 'dead region', leads to cortical reorganization, such that frequencies just below the edge frequency of the dead region, fe, become over-represented. We set out to determine if this reorganization has functional benefits. Two groups of subjects were tested, with and without acquired high-frequency dead regions, as assessed using the TEN(HL) test. For the ears with dead regions, the value of fe was close to 1000 or 1500 Hz. The two groups were matched in terms of audiometric thresholds for frequencies below fe and in terms of age. Three subjects with unilateral dead regions (with matched low-frequency audiometric thresholds across ears) were also tested. Three tasks were used: (i) frequency discrimination of sinusoidal tones. The level of every stimulus was roved over a 12-dB range to reduce the salience of loudness cues. The center frequencies used ranged from 250 Hz to just below fe; (ii) detection of sinusoidal amplitude modulation of a sinusoidal carrier. Carrier frequencies of 500 and 800 Hz were used with all subjects, and an additional carrier frequency of 1200 Hz was used for ears with fe close to 1500 Hz and their matched counterparts. Modulation frequencies were 4, 50 and 100 Hz; (iii) identification of consonants in nonsense syllables. The syllables were lowpass filtered at 1000 or 1500 Hz (depending on the value of fe) and complementary highpass-filtered noise was presented to prevent use of information from neurons tuned above fe. For the frequency-discrimination task, the ears with dead regions showed a significant local improvement ('enhanced' thresholds) for frequencies just below fe, as has been reported previously. For the subjects with unilateral dead regions, the enhancement occurred only for the ears with dead regions. For the amplitude-modulation detection task, thresholds were generally lower for the ears with dead regions than for the ears without, and this effect was statistically significant. For the subjects with unilateral dead regions, thresholds were lower for the ears with dead regions than for the ears without. Consonant identification was significantly better for the ears with than without dead regions, and this was true for the subjects with unilateral dead regions. We conclude that a dead region at high frequencies is associated with a better ability to process information at low frequencies. These effects may reflect cortical plasticity induced by the dead regions.